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Rewriting NAFTA
Negotiations Underway to Overhaul Free Trade in North America

The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), a longstanding trade agreement between Canada, Mexico, and the United States, is being renegotiated. Enacted in 1994, NAFTA was introduced to facilitate greater economic activity between the signatories through the elimination of tariffs on agricultural and manufacturing goods, removal of trade barriers restricting foreign investment, and the codification of procedures to resolve trade disputes and protect businesses from unfair practices. During the U.S. presidential election last year, the topic of free trade was hotly debated. On the campaign trail, Republican candidate Donald Trump referred to NAFTA as "the worst trade deal in American history", and vowed to renegotiate the agreement or abandon it altogether. Within months of being sworn into office, President Trump made good on his promise and talks were initiated between representatives of the three countries to begin the process of rewriting NAFTA. An ambitious schedule was announced: seven rounds of negotiations would be conducted in order to hash out a new agreement before the end of the year.

In August, the first round of negotiations between the countries took place in Washington, DC. Canadian Foreign Affairs Minister Chrystia Freeland, Mexican Secretary of the Economy Ildefonso Guajardo, and United States Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer convened with policy experts and stakeholders from the private sector to discuss a wide range of topics. Over the course of several days, representatives from each country had the opportunity to deliver a presentation outlining general concerns about the agreement as it currently stands, and offer preliminary suggestions for how to move forward with a new agreement. Topics that were addressed during this first round of negotiations include rules governing automotive parts, labour, and cutting-edge pharmaceuticals. On the subject of automotive parts, U.S. Trade Rep. Lighthizer made it clear that his country would push for a quota on auto parts manufactured in the United States, which would provide a substantial boost to the American auto industry and fulfill an abiding promise made by President Trump. Canada's Freeland and Mexico's Guajardo, however, responded with swift opposition to the proposal, citing the adverse effects that such a quota would have on the economies of their respective countries.

In early September, a second round of negotiations were held in Mexico City. The topics that were up for discussion included environmental protection,
Hugh Hefner died on 27 September 2017, at the age of 91. It seemingly took all of five minutes for people to start arguing over whether he was a progressive icon or a glorified sleaze merchant. As a prospective lawyer, I naturally spent far too much time trying to explain to several people that the truth is somewhere between those two extremes. It was honestly surprising to see the magnitude of both adoration and loathing levelled at Hef. Some people regarded him as a super-stave he-man who was unfailingly cool and charming well into his 80s. Others called him a vicious pimp and hoped there was a hell just so he could burn in it. The most visceral reaction seemed to come from feminists who were understandably angered when a few people tried to suggest Hefner was a feminist icon. There have been many men who have been much more misogynistic, but the guy did make his fortune portraying women as sex objects, and some of the stuff that went on at the Playboy Mansion bordered on the nightmarish. Still, the idea of wishing eternal suffering on anyone seems distasteful to me. Especially when the person in question became a shaming caricature of himself in his final years, dry humping the leg of his lost potency. Intensely disliking him makes sense, but hating him enough to take pot-shots at his corpse is a bit much.

It’s also important to remember that this is a guy who became a progressive icon in the 1950s. You might have to bear with me on this one, because I’m about to compare Hefner to Bam Margera. If you don’t know, Bam Margera was a phenomenally talented skateboarder and stunt rider. He and Jackass co-stars notes that “the age you get famous is the age you stay at forever,” and while Bam Margera does sincerely seem to be getting his act together, he was certainly trapped in his adolescence for well over a decade. Why grow up when you have everything you think you want? That’s exactly what happened to Hugh Hefner. By his late twenties, he was rich, famous, surrounded by beautiful women, and (most importantly) infuritating the establishment. On top of that, people kept indulging him. For example, more than fifty years after the publication of the first issue of Playboy, he appeared as himself on the popular animated sketch comedy Robot Chicken, dropping easy one-liners, and basically showing off how he could still date women in their twenties. Sure, everything was an obvious act, but some people take themselves much too seriously, and to his credit, he certainly wasn’t doing that. He became famous in the 1950s, and built his own world around that high point in his life. At its heart, it was pure fantasy, but he never had any incentive to come down from his monument to his best days, especially when so many people were willing participants.

But it isn’t 1953. Hell, by the 1960s, Hef was well on his way to becoming2 backwards. Decades have passed since the days when Playboy could have been considered even remotely provocative, and in the end, he was little more than a passive misogynist from an age when being politely condescending to women was somehow respectful. Frankly, it’s remarkable that so many people cared about his passing, one way or another. That said, since I’ve gone through enough effort to write something of a eulogy for the guy, I might as well draw attention to a couple of lessons we can learn from his passing (or at least the reaction to it).

First, we have a cultural tendency to completely glamorize or demonize certain people. I’m guilty of this too, as anyone familiar with my opinion of Donald Trump or Doug Ford can confirm. Certainly, some people can be irredeemable jackasses or paragons of decency. But, for the most part, we’re only human. I used to idolize Hunter S. Thompson, and still think he was one of the greatest journalists in history. He was also cruel to his wife, squandered much of his talent, and as much as I think Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas is one of the great works of American literature, it was basically a chronicle of an epic crime spree. My dad idolizes Winston Churchill, because the guy had the quintessential essential acid wit. He was also a racist who basically orchestrated a famine in India, and got kicked out of office after trying to continue World War II with a proposal to invade Russia (you know, because it worked so well for the Germans). People are people, no one’s perfect, and a lot of us are capable of being total jerks.

Second, bad people can actually be a force for good, and good people can do a lot of harm by prioritizing their intentions over results. One of the arguments I heard condemning Hugh Hefner was that he gave the sex trade a false veneer of legitimacy. I’m not disputing that, but it’s not actually a bad thing. Disapproving of the commodification of women’s bodies is fine, but no good stems from keeping sex work on the fringes of society. Sex work being illegal means that it must be done in the shadows, where the victims of the trade are placed at greater risk of violence. If Hugh Hefner did in fact legitimize sex work, good, because it’s not going away, and no problem is solved by ignoring its existence. Disliking what he did is understandable, but he might have actually done more good than the well-intentioned people who ended up harming vulnerable women by trying to outlaw the world’s oldest profession. Sometimes, a douchebag forces people to have a necessary conversation they’ve avoided for far too long.

Anyway, so long Hef. You were an interesting man of questionable character, which very well might have been why so many people found you so interesting. You made the world face ugly realities, and you looked cool doing it. At the very least, you were a hell of a lot better than the pick-up artists and MRA swine we have to deal with today.

Oh, and, uh, thanks for that stack of dirty magazines I thought was so cool when I was twelve.

Hugh Hefner and Not Growing Up
United States

The Syrian civil war endures on several levels, each antagonistic to the other: it fought locally, fueled regionally, and decided globally. But the push made on each warring plane is always shifting and often unintelligible. That is particularly true for the United States. In 2013 the Obama administration green-lighted a CIA effort to train 15,000 rebels, which, according to many analysts, bore fruit by 2015 as the Free Syrian Army (FSA) made gains against the Assad regime in Idlib, Aleppo, and Takla, the latter being the heartland of Alawites.

Then came the blowback. Most of these defeats were achieved in alliance with al Qaeda’s affiliate, Jabhat al-Nusra—now Tahrir al-Sham—and the then-second largest Islamist group in Syria, Al-‘Adn. It is doubtful that any success could have been made without these groups. The program was implemented with America’s traditional intolerance for success, and by June 2017, when it was finally shut down by President Trump, only a couple dozen rebel elements remained on the roster. The rest either dropped out or defected to jihadi groups, bringing with them their US-funded friends. In any case, the 2017 blowback has been interpreted by the US as a tactical defeat for America; the 2015 blowback has been interpreted as a strategic defeat for America—hence the projection of Russia’s limited but significant influence on the ground.

In 2014, the US commenced its air campaign in defence of the YPG—now subdued under the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF)—a paramilitary group regarded as suspect by the FSA and utterly and fully detested by Islamists. The primary targets of the US air force have been the Islamic State and al-Nusra; the latter, however, is perceived by many Western-backed opposition groups as indispensable for the revolution.

Further contradictions abound. The SDF is dominated by the YPG and the YPG is a sister organization of the PKK. The PKK has waged a nearly four-decade-long insurgency against Turkey. For years, the PKK had been fighting the Turkish government as a client-state for Russia. But, with the infiltration of potential political and economic interests from Iran, the United States, and Britain. It is very possible, then, that Turkey will suspect its support for the Kurds to the partial or full withdrawal of Iranian and Turkish forces in the country.

Strategically, Syria has always been a reliable, secular client-state for Russia. But, with the infiltration of potentially recalcitrant Iranian and Iranian-backed forces, this enduring alliance may become less feasible. Russia and Iran, allies, but also rivals, will certainly be, in one way or another, using the Kurdish issue to resolve other contradictions in their policy.

Saudi-Egyptian-Emirate Alliance

Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, and Egypt (and, recently to a lesser extent, Qatar) form a regional bloc in opposition to the Iranian-Syrian alliance. The Gulf powers have been among the primary financiers and arms-providers for opposition groups in Syria.

The chief goal of this bloc is to dismantle the Alawite-dominated government in Damascus and replace it with a Sunni-dominated government. Therefore, the only way for them it are some puritans who suspect that Saudi Arabia is interested in building a pipeline through Mesopotamia and into Anatolia (and from there into Europe). However, even if that is indeed a reason, it is highly doubtful that it is the principal driving force behind the Gulf’s foreign policy decisions.

To build a pipeline to Turkey would require such an immense amount of diplomatic maneuvering and deal-making that the project seems almost impossible. And even if it succeeded, the pipeline would not only have to go through two of the least stable countries in the world—Iraq and Syria—it would have to run through Sunni, Shia, and Kurdish territories, always at risk of being upended in times of conflict.

It is better, then, for analysts to view Saudi Arabia’s foreign policy as part of a larger, regional war, with Shia on one side and Sunnis on the other. The Kingdom has on-and-off financed several of Lebanon’s media outlets, politicians and even the military to combat the influence of Hezbollah. In Yemen, the Saudis have continued a horribly destructive war against the Houthis under the pretext that they are backed by Iran. And, earlier this year, Riyadh invited, on separate occasions, the company of Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi, as well as powerful militia leader, Moqtada al-Sadr—both Shia. This was clearly a tactic to undermine Tehran’s influence in the country, which has been on-and-off financed by Saudi Arabia since the Iraq War.

Saudi Arabia still clings to the largely outdated “Geneva Communique” issued in 2012, which is interpreted by the West and its allies as a United Nations Security Council authorization to appoint a successor for Assad that would replace his Alawite cabal. But as time lapses, a tenable successor is becoming a more and more remote possibility. The most powerful rebel groups in Idlib, Tahrir al-Sham and Ahhrar al-Sham, and their respective coalitions, have turned their guns on one another in a bloody conflict that has left Saudi Arabia and Turkey with a weakened, almost non-existent Ahhrar al-Sham, Turkey certainly diminishes Saudi Arabia’s purchase over the Higher Negotiations Committee that was established to represent the opposition forces in Geneva and elsewhere.

In short, the only cards that Saudi Arabia can play are those that antagonize both enemies and allies. Idaho is increasingly becoming a hotspot for terrorist and jihadi groups, and has hence become a mutual target for both the West and its rivals. There is some worry that Saudi Arabia and its regional allies will become “spiders” in the final negotiations once the Islamic State is eliminated, but with firm pressure from President Trump, it is not hard to envisage the Saudis recognizing their defeat and capitulating to an Iranian-backed government in Damascus.

Turkey and Iran

While Turkey and Iran are diametrically opposed to the future status of the regime in Damascus (Iran wants the Alawite cabal to continue running the country whereas Turkey wants a transitional government that divests power into Sunni and non-sectarian forces), both countries are apprehensive about the rise of a Kurdish autonomous region in Rojava, and both countries want to quicken the demise of ISIS. And now that the Kurds in Iraq have held their referendum and are approaching the potential of a unilateral declaration of independence, Iran and Turkey have all the more reason to work side-by-side to effect their foreign policy goals in Syria.

Alongside the Gulf states, Turkey has been among the countries that have supplied arms to any opposition groups that might fight against the Assad regime. The Gulf states, however, are more pragmatic in their approach. The Gulf powers have been among the primary financiers and arms-providers for opposition groups in Syria. The chief goal of this bloc is to dismantle the Alawite-dominated government in Damascus and replace it with a Sunni-dominated government. Therefore, the only way for them is the pipeline through Mesopotamia and into Anatolia (and from there into Europe). However, even if that...
this operation has ended, Turkish forces still remain in the area and continue to provide cover for FSA units in the area. Iran’s intervention has been far more pervasive and without regard for international law. If a stable government has not been established already, it is likely that it will not be in the near future. Its foreign policy in Syria is managed by the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), a sort of “deep state” military force that has grown immensely powerful over the years. In 2012-2013, the IRGC played a significant role in the creation of the National Defense Forces (NDF), a militia group fielding upwards of 100,000 men, Shia and non-Shia alike, to bolster regime forces. In addition to the 2,000-3,000 advisors placed throughout the regime’s military ranks, Iran has funnelled refugees from Afghanistan and Iraq to join militias who work in these auto plants can’t afford to buy the cars they build. And that is an absolute disgrace.”

Furthermore, the penetration of Hezbollah into Syria out of Lebanon is by no means independent of the foreign policy goals of Iran, which is the militant group’s largest and most resolute backer, extending as far back as the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982. Strategically, Iran, similar to Russia, wants to keep Assad in power. It fears the disintegration of government bedrock of a more refined and modernized NAFTA. Several chapters that each agreed would form the telecommunication, and anti-corruption measures. It is also attempting to consolidate its power around the Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), a sort of “deep state” institution as well as the secession of Kurds in the north. Since the outside the war, there has been a seemingly infinite proliferation of non-state actors contesting for power, often times with diverging interests. Hezbollah – Hezbollah intervened in 2013 to protect the regime’s interests in southern and western Lebanon. It is also attempting to consolidate its power around the Golan Heights, opening up another front with Israel in the next war. Israel and the US perceive this not only as an unacceptable threat but also another way by which Iran has sought to improve its geopolitical stead across the Middle East. Regime and pro-regime militias is the objective of the regime and its local allies is obvious: the destruction of the Islamic State and all of its terrorist infrastructure. Since most actors realize on both sides that the Assad regime is here to stay, it is likely that his ousting will no longer be a requirement for Western powers (this has not been made official, which may indicate a negotiating tactic rather than policy). And although local forces detest such an outcome, without external backing, their fighting power is limited in the face of the Russian-Iranian-Syrian alliance’s military strength. Moreover, the chief concern of Western powers, particularly the United States, is no longer regime change in Damascus, but the destruction of the Islamic State and all of its terrorist infrastructure. The only result that approximates a compromise equidist to each major party’s demands is a kind of federal system that provides additional rights to local citizens, as well as a democratic system that would attempt to check the power of the Assad government. Russia has given some support to this idea, and on several occasions has entreated its negotiating partners to provide a seat for the Kurds at the negotiating table (rebuffed by Turkey each time). What’s more, the militant forces in Idlib are still quite powerful. Although they are the foremost group that certainly have a different opinion on the matter. Al-Nusra – Al-Nusra, the first group to emerge, has increasingly been marginalized by the US and its allies in the attempt to seize as much territory as possible in the Deir ez Zor governorate in order to increase its leverage in the post-war negotiations. For those who are still fighting in the post-war talks will be limited to the extent the FSA retains power. Southern Front – The Southern Front is a Western-backed alliance that receives its supplies through Jordan. It has managed a relatively peaceful arrangement in the southern regions of Syria—due to both Russian and American efforts—and this group will likely contribute to the negotiations that follow after the fall of radical jihadist groups.

Non-State Actors Since the outside of the war, there has been a seemingly infinite proliferation of non-state actors contesting for power, often times with diverging interests. Hezbollah – Hezbollah intervened in 2013 to protect the regime’s interests in southern and western Lebanon. It is also attempting to consolidate its power around the Golan Heights, opening up another front with Israel in the next war. Israel and the US perceive this not only as an unacceptable threat but also another way by which Iran has sought to improve its geopolitical stead across the Middle East. Regime and pro-regime militias is the objective of the regime and its local allies is obvious: the destruction of the Islamic State and all of its terrorist infrastructure. Since most actors realize on both sides that the Assad regime is here to stay, it is likely that his ousting will no longer be a requirement for Western powers (this has not been made official, which may indicate a negotiating tactic rather than policy). And although local forces detest such an outcome, without external backing, their fighting power is limited in the face of the Russian-Iranian-Syrian alliance’s military strength. Moreover, the chief concern of Western powers, particularly the United States, is no longer regime change in Damascus, but the destruction of the Islamic State and all of its terrorist infrastructure. The only result that approximates a compromise equidist to each major party’s demands is a kind of federal system that provides additional rights to local citizens, as well as a democratic system that would attempt to check the power of the Assad government. Russia has given some support to this idea, and on several occasions has entreated its negotiating partners to provide a seat for the Kurds at the negotiating table (rebuffed by Turkey each time). What’s more, the militant forces in Idlib are still quite powerful. Although they are the foremost group that certainly have a different opinion on the matter. Al-Nusra – Al-Nusra, the first group to emerge, has increasingly been marginalized by the US and its allies in the attempt to seize as much territory as possible in the Deir ez Zor governorate in order to increase its leverage in the post-war negotiations. For those who are still fighting in the post-war talks will be limited to the extent the FSA retains power. Southern Front – The Southern Front is a Western-backed alliance that receives its supplies through Jordan. It has managed a relatively peaceful arrangement in the southern regions of Syria—due to both Russian and American efforts—and this group will likely contribute to the negotiations that follow after the fall of radical jihadist groups.

Final Negotiations Every assessment of the Syrian civil war is liable to be contradicted by future, unexpected events. The conflict between the regime and opposition forces is an acrimonious struggle that has defied all predictions of what the final negotiations might entail. Since most actors realize on both sides that the Assad regime is here to stay, it is likely that his ousting will no longer be a requirement for Western powers (this has not been made official, which may indicate a negotiating tactic rather than policy). And although local forces detest such an outcome, without external backing, their fighting power is limited in the face of the Russian-Iranian-Syrian alliance’s military strength. Moreover, the chief concern of Western powers, particularly the United States, is no longer regime change in Damascus, but the destruction of the Islamic State and all of its terrorist infrastructure. The only result that approximates a compromise equidistant to each major party’s demands is a kind of federal system that provides additional rights to local citizens, as well as a democratic system that would attempt to check the power of the Assad government. Russia has given some support to this idea, and on several occasions has entreated its negotiating partners to provide a seat for the Kurds at the negotiating table (rebuffed by Turkey each time). What’s more, the militant forces in Idlib are still quite powerful. Although they are the foremost group that certainly have a different opinion on the matter. Al-Nusra – Al-Nusra, the first group to emerge, has increasingly been marginalized by the US and its allies in the attempt to seize as much territory as possible in the Deir ez Zor governorate in order to increase its leverage in the post-war negotiations. For those who are still fighting in the post-war talks will be limited to the extent the FSA retains power. Southern Front – The Southern Front is a Western-backed alliance that receives its supplies through Jordan. It has managed a relatively peaceful arrangement in the southern regions of Syria—due to both Russian and American efforts—and this group will likely contribute to the negotiations that follow after the fall of radical jihadist groups.
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The Family Law Fight Towards Accessibility: Coates v Watson

Author: Lily MacLeod on behalf of the Osgoode Hall Family Law Association

In Canada, 1 in 6 adults live with a disability. Compared to their able-bodied counterparts, adults with a disability are more likely to lack a post-secondary education, be unemployed, and live in poverty. The overall Canadian poverty rate is approximately 10%. However, over 14% of those with a disability live in poverty. The Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP) is a financial support accessible to adults with a disability. However, this form of social assistance is difficult to attain and sparse at best. It does not pay the bills – especially for those who are unable to work and receive no voluntary financial support from their families.

The Decision

It is in this troubling context that Coates v Watson emerges – a recent Ontario decision which makes child support accessible to adult children with a disability whose parents never married. The case contemplates the constitutionality of section 31 of Ontario’s Family Law Act (FLA). The provision applies to parents who were never married and obliges unmarried parents to pay child support for their adult child, but only if that child is attending school full-time. Compare that provision to the federal Divorce Act which applies to married spouses. This piece of legislation obliges married parents to pay child support for their adult child, if the child is enrolled in full-time education or is unable to work due to illness, disability, or other cause. The court recommends reading in the definition of “child of the marriage” from the Divorce Act into the FLA.

Ultimately, the court affirmed that child support is the right of the child and acknowledged that children ought not to be treated differently based on their disability and the spousal status of their parents. The Ontario government agrees. In response to this decision, the provincial government has promised to amend the FLA to mirror the provisions of the Divorce Act. This decision takes pressure off the public purse since private sources will now be obligated to provide support for adult children with disabilities.

Implications for Family Lawyers

A mother, Robin Coates, brought this constitutional challenge before the court. As a result, she is now able to obtain child support for her 22-year-old son who is diagnosed with DiGeorge Syndrome. This illness involves physical and cognitive health symptoms that demand full-time supervision and care.

The decision expands the definition of what it means to be a child for the purposes of child support. Therefore, the decision gives family lawyers “more options” to present when advising their clients. Previously, if an unmarried mother wanted child support for her adult child who was not in school, there was not much a lawyer could do to help. Now, single mothers are empowered to pursue child support from parents with an income.

The other side of the coin: this expanded definition may lead to more litigation. New questions arise: Will parents be obliged to pay the standard child support table amount for adult children with disabilities? If not, how will child support amounts be calculated, particularly if an adult child is receiving ODSP? These questions remain unanswered but one thing is clear: this decision is a positive step in the fight towards accessibility for adult children with disabilities.
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The Dos and Don’ts of Law School
The Law Student Filter

Author › Anikta Nayar
Contributor

There is a constant refrain among law students: “But I’m in law school!” You become the priority, the exception to every rule, the excuse to not go out when you’d rather stay in, to your mediocre GPA, to binge-watching Narcos because you’re “so stressed” and just “need a break.” Because law school.

It’s a different world down this rabbit hole. There are things you can’t do here. There are things you absolutely should do. These aren’t hard and fast rules, by any means. But there are good guidelines for all law students to follow. The Rules of Law Student Conduct, if you will.

DO wear a lot of black. Black is classy. Black is sophisticated. I recently heard of a judge with red nail polish and the lawyer who complained about it. Yes, pink has been proven to make people happy. But we’re not Elle Woodses. Keep the colour at home. This is law school.

DON’T sleep too much. Let’s be real: if you’re getting enough sleep in law school, you’re probably doing something wrong. We’re law students. Health comes second (or third or fourth or eighth). Ambition is always first.

DO drink a lot of coffee. Look, coffee is just a way of life, #WeTheNorth, #TimmyNation, #lolstarbucks, #whatever. It’s not just to get you through a 22-hour day; this is the symbol of hard work. If we wanted the health lecture, we would’ve gone to med school. But we didn’t. We’re in law school.

DON’T read non-law books (especially young adult or romance or high fantasy). We like what we like, but we’re in a demanding, highly-specialized field now. Law is different. Law needs technical language and knowledge. Pick up some Stuntz and grow your brain.

Most importantly, DO disregard everything you’ve read here. Look, law school is hard. We all have all-nighters and seven-cups-of-coffee days. No one can manage square meals, lavender oil rubbed into their wrists, breathing in the smell of orange peels every day (all actual suggestions for stress relief, by the way). But there’s a difference between “I’m busy” and “I’m busy because I’m in law school.” Hint: it’s in the last five words.

But few things cause more stress than putting yourself on a pedestal. You put unrealistic demands on yourself, and even when you realize that, you can justify it: “Yes, I’m exhausted, BUT I’m in a harder program now—I can’t sleep like I used to”; “yes, I’m stressed, BUT I can handle it, or I wouldn’t be here”; “yes, I’m sad all the time, BUT I’m in law school.”

Don’t touch the bat, Nemo. That “but” is the line between you and the rest of the world. Cross it and you fancy yourself superwoman or man, able to leap judgments and scale references—and too proud to admit when you’re drowning in Latin.

No one is saying you shouldn’t be proud or push yourself. Just know: pride doesn’t belong here. Nor does pride NOT belong here. A lot of people won’t like what I’m saying, but this is just a building. Do what you want, be as you are. But don’t define yourself by your law student status. Law school is school and school is part of life. Law school is not a filter on Snapchat or a hashtag for Twitter. Law school is not your crowning achievement in life, and law school is definitely not your burden to bear alone. There are so many resources available to you for a reason; use them.

Forget the witty captions and the staged stress sets. Law school life has no special place on your social media profile. Law school is not a Kardashian. Law school is laundry day. Congrats on making it this far. But take it easy on yourself. You’re not done yet.

You’re a law student. ♤
In its 4th year, close to 900 licensees will have joined the Profession through Ryerson’s LPP.

Within one year of their Call to the Bar, 75% of our alumni are working in law and law-related opportunities.
Incarceration, Rehabilitation, Reintegration
The Ultimate Goal of Our Corrections System Is Much More Than Just Punitive

Author: Deanna Cristovao
Contributor

There is a misconception, I think, that individuals convicted of crimes should remain behind bars indefinitely. Or, that these individuals should be forever marked with the stigma and second-hand citizenship of being criminals. Or, that they deserve nothing more than to pay for their crimes, and languish in prison without any consideration for their rights as human beings.

This is not the criminal justice system that I want, nor is it the one society needs. Yes, people who commit crimes should be held accountable for their actions. Yes, people who commit crimes should face consequences that deter them from re-committing and that denunciate the crimes they have committed, so others don’t follow in their footsteps. But, people forget that the ultimate goal of our correctional system is not punishment; the goal is to rehabilitate and reintegrate offenders into society, where they can live a life that contributes meaningfully to society without re-offending. “Fixing” the problem doesn’t mean convicting and locking offenders up. It means working towards reducing the amount of crimes committed, and preventing others from feeling the need or desire to commit crimes in the future.

In 2015, Marco Muzzo got behind the wheel of his SUV, drunk, and took the life of three children and their grandfather. It was a tragic and heartbreaking result of drunk driving – and for all those who followed this story, it hit hard. Muzzo, whose family net worth is estimated at $1.8 billion, pled guilty and took responsibility for his crimes. It means working towards reducing the amount of crimes committed, and preventing others from feeling the need or desire to commit crimes in the future.

In other words, helping offenders get back on the right track isn’t about treating criminals “nicely”;
it’s about reducing recidivism and ensuring community safety once these individuals have served their sentence and are released. This can only be done if we focus on ways to help offenders reintegrate by providing meaningful employment opportunities, stable housing and encouraging positive social networks to prevent reoffending. Focusing on reintegration and rehabilitation can only result in more people contributing meaningfully to society – we cannot expect criminal offenders to leave jail without any assistance to steer them away from returning to a life of crime. For drug-addicted offenders, or offenders with mental health issues, this is even more important. We cannot expect individuals whose criminal behaviour is fueled by their addiction or mental health to reintegrate into society on their own. We must care about reducing (and eliminating) recidivism. We cannot just throw people in jail and label them as criminals for life without caring about what happens when they’re released.

Permanently labelling individuals as “criminal” or “bad” because of their criminal records undermines the goal of community safety: “the more we socially exclude persons with police records, the more we edge toward creating a class of Canadians who are un-employable. It is a faulty assumption, based on stereotypes, that people with police records are universally dangerous or “bad” people who lack character.” Muzzo did a horrible thing. And tragically, four lives were lost. A family is broken. They may never heal. But, Muzzo is still serving his sentence. He will have a criminal record once he’s out. He won’t be getting behind the wheel of any vehicle if he is granted an unescorted, temporary absence post-sentence if they are permitted to take gradual steps outside prison, and maintain relationships with family and friends. The research also shows that reintegrating individuals services, supports and treatment to the issues that brought them into conflict with the law in the first place. Reintegration is a crucial component of community safety. People who have experienced time in jail and/or have police records are often eager to move beyond their past and to create a new life and identity for themselves.”

In other words, helping offenders get back on the right track isn’t about treating criminals “nicely”; it’s about reducing recidivism and ensuring community safety once these individuals have served their sentence and are released. This can only be done if we focus on ways to help offenders reintegrate by providing meaningful employment opportunities, stable housing and encouraging positive social networks to prevent reoffending. Focusing on reintegration and rehabilitation can only result in more people contributing meaningfully to society – we cannot expect criminal offenders to leave jail without any assistance to steer them away from returning to a life of crime. For drug-addicted offenders, or offenders with mental health issues, this is even more important. We cannot expect individuals whose criminal behaviour is fueled by their addiction or mental health to reintegrate into society on their own. We must care about reducing (and eliminating) recidivism. We cannot just throw people in jail and label them as criminals for life without caring about what happens when they’re released.
Why Should Law Students Care About International Human Rights?

A look at recent developments in Saudi Arabia and why we need to care.

If you have recently tuned into the news headlines – or let’s face it, scrolled through Facebook – you will have noticed a big development for the international human rights movement. On Tuesday, September 26, Saudi Arabia finally lost their reputation as being the only country in the world to officially ban women from driving. The policy will come into effect in June 2018 and the decision for women to drive will not be subject to male guardian approval.

The country has come a long way from arresting female activists in 2011 for driving and posting photos on social media as a means of protest. Even more recently in 2014, Loujain Al-Hathloul was detained for 73 days after being arrested for trying to drive across the border from the United Arab Emirates into Saudi Arabia. Manal Al-Sharif, one of the women arrested for participating in the protest of 2011, underscores the importance of women being able to drive in Saudi Arabia. Since there is no public transportation within the country and no pedestrian cities, being unable to drive greatly restricts the mobility of women within their own country.

However, just because Saudi Arabia has lifted the official ban from women driving does not mean it will automatically translate to societal acceptance of the practice. There is already strong backlash of anger and disapproval from some Saudis. One of the main arguments is that women are bad drivers and will be dangerous for the road. I wonder if they used empirical evidence from Saudi Arabia to make that argument... There will also likely be many restrictions for women behind the wheel. Nonetheless, it is still a step forward in the right direction.

So, just how did the ban arise? Is it a religious issue? Women driving was never a religious issue until 1990 when the first protest against the ban happened. After that, the Minister of Interior told the Mufti (someone who interprets Shariah law) to create a religious fatwa (a ruling on a point of Shariah law) that would state why women driving would be bad. He recognized that although there was nothing wrong with driving itself, the fear was that the ability to drive would lead women astray and men would have a harder time maintaining control over women. So, if it isn’t a religious issue, maybe it’s a cultural one? But that wouldn’t make sense either because the women who protested by driving through city streets weren’t stopped by members of society; they were stopped by the government. Is it a political issue? Winner winner, chicken dinner! Previously, it made more political sense to place the ban but amidst increasing pressure from other countries, especially the United States, it now makes more sense to lift the ban. This idea is further emphasized by the fact that female activists were banned from saying anything about the new change in law (whether it was positive or negative comments) by the government.

I recently attended a conference called Canada's Constitutional & Governance Challenges After 150 Years at Glendon College and Professor Macklin from the University of Toronto raised an interesting point. Her main focus was around private sponsorship of refugees in Canada and how that affects Indigenous communities. The central issue is that the level of hospitality and the welcoming nature of sponsoring refugees isn’t extended to many Indigenous people who continue to live under a host of problems, including unclean drinking water, unsafe housing, and a lack of access to education. The argument is that hospitality should begin at home.

Although Canada has come a long way in establishing gender equality, that’s not to say that the remnants of a society that was previously ruled by men aren’t still recognizable. There is still inequality in terms of wages between men and women, how women are viewed in society in terms of what they do and how they should act, and the lack of female representation in our government. So, perhaps an argument can be made that we need to focus on the gender disparities that persist in our country first.

My response to Professor Macklin is that the choice between helping people at home and helping people abroad is a misnomer as they are two separate issues. It is important to keep a global perspective in our increasingly interconnected world without sacrificing the need to help our own. We need to be doing more to support Indigenous communities. Period. It does not come at the price of helping people abroad.

As law students, it’s important to learn about human rights issues not only in Canada, but also around the world. It’s important for us to learn about victories in Saudi Arabia to appreciate that we can move forward and to assess the roles we can play in such situations when we’re normally bogged down by readings of past cases and abstract concepts. It’s important for us to learn about the current injustices in Canada and abroad to recognize that there is still work to be done and to ask ourselves how we can respond.
The Evolution of Strangers Driving Us Around: 
The Dark Side of Uber

Author: Sarah Jane Attardo
Contributor

I seem to write for Obiter whenever something odd happens in my life – a noticeably hot day in Fall, in shorts and a tank top sipping a Starbucks PSL (which unsurprisingly has happened once again this year). However, this time it’s about the need to catch my flight to a particularly windy city.

Now, before I begin, I want to add a disclaimer that Uber is wonderful and I am thankful for its far cheaper services and GPS tracking. It has succeeded in providing more feasible and affordable options for the lay person seeking good and efficient services. However, that does not ensure that it is a service without a potential dark side. You see, we tend to have blind faith in Uber – they have an app with a GPS system, tracking, ratings, reliability, affordability, accessibility, and most importantly, you avoid being stuck in an old and smelly taxi. In a somewhat lazy girl’s opinion, there seem to be so many positives in not calling Beck or braving the TTC. So, like any other day, I put in the order for my Uber and, as I exited the building, I saw my driver waiting for me. He called me over… but remember how we were instructed about “Stranger, Danger!”? It is unfortunate, but as a woman I feel the need to ask if it’s Uber, and for my name. The man confirmed and put my luggage in his truck, as I climbed into the extremely cramped back seat. He proceeded to drive and inquired about where I was off to. “Well good sire, you know…” My destination was Billy Bishop airport, but I made sure that I emphasized I wanted the entrance and not the ferry terminal (which are basically the same thing but it is differentiated on the app). He paused and looked alarmed, and then proceeded to tell me that he actually was not an Uber driver. I was appalled and swung open my door. He apologized and got my bag out. Thankfully, I was not far from my original location and my real Uber driver called me coincidentally at that same moment. The man sped off and I rushed to the legitimate Uber driver awaiting me.

Despite my best efforts, someone still attempted something potentially malicious. More often than not, I have observed my friends enter into Ubers without even uttering their name. This blind faith can be potentially harmful to the individual. So, although Uber is the light of a tired law student, its dark side can be extremely nasty. Currently, we hear about how there is no real ability to regulate Uber. It is a business, but not the same as a taxi company. Some US states have banned Uber, but it’s still used – just under the guise of something else. Some drivers place the Uber emblem as a sticker on the back of their respective vehicle, ensuring that customers instantaneously recognize it as a part of the company. Is there a way for the law to create legislation that is accepting of Uber and taxi companies, while enforcing a rule that Uber drivers MUST place the sticker somewhere visible on their vehicles? The sticker would act as a warning to many passengers that it is actually the service you requested there at your location. At the end of the day, the superpower that is the Toronto taxi monopoly should one day end. It is the 21st century and apps and affordable and quality service are the future of driving services. Without the proper institutional regulations for how Uber drivers conduct their practices, situations like the one I faced can occur. Almost anyone can pretend to be an Uber driver, and almost anyone can forget to ask, “Uber?”. The regulation I suggest is likely to be shot down as Uber is a global corporation, and we see how Uber reacts when they are told to operate under similar conditions as taxi companies: threats to leave, bashing political representatives, holding conferences reprimanding localities, etc. For now, it seems that Uber’s reign will continue until something unfortunate happens, although I truly hope that this will not be the case.

I wish to conclude here with a happy, optimistic thought about how women and men can feel safe entering an Uber. Honestly, you usually are safe, but how do we ensure peace of mind for our safety when entering one? Is there a way to enter into a peace of mind contract, or is that simply for the driver and Allstate Insurance (or any other motor vehicle insurance provider)? I think everyone should be their own advocate! Speak out and ask; there is no reason to be shy because at the end of the day, we will all face a Motions Judge and advocate for clients. We should first advocate for ourselves and getting into an Uber car can be one exercise of advocacy for your own safety.
If you are a big *Game of Thrones* fan like I am, then you probably agree that no matter how much you love the show, you are not planning a trip to Westeros anytime soon. Firstly, because it is obviously fictional, but secondly because it is ruthless as hell and I would definitely not last a week there. The world of *Thrones* is full of murderers, rapists, sadists—you name it. And that’s not to mention the culinary options and lack of a sanitary plumbing system.

Despite all its craziness, I have been thinking lately of how, in creating Westeros, George R.R. Martin created a world that is very similar to our own. The ruthless lawlessness and violence in Westeros might shock us viewers, but should it really? Martin, as well as the show’s creators Dave Benioff and D.B. Weiss, have created Westeros in our own image and they work from our own sordid history. So, what truly separates Westeros from our own world? In my opinion, the only thing that makes Westeros different is that it is unapologetic about its brutality. Westeros wears no masks of civility or politeness—it shows citizens exactly what kind of world they are living in and how they must survive.

On August 21st, the date of the penultimate episode of the seventh season of *Thrones*, Mindy Kaling tweeted, “I am legitimately worried about when *Thrones* ends and what it does to our already unstable collective mood as a nation.” Kaling is a comedian and this tweet no doubt elicits a laugh, but there is also a sense of truth to this statement. The reference here is clearly to the fact that the show’s massive popularity brings together a wide audience from different corners of the world. All you have to do is check Twitter on a Sunday night when *Thrones* airs; *Game of Thrones* is almost always the number one trend as people share their shocked reactions, theories, and concern for the lives of their favourite characters. What *Thrones* also does is bring the world together in the pursuit of a common enemy, while simultaneously destabilizing our cozy notions of “good” and “bad”. People like the show because it is so recognizable to us, but is distanced enough (cushioned under the guise of a fictional world) that we do not need to be truly connected to what we are witnessing. If we take up Kaling’s worry that the collective mood will crumble once we no longer have our weekly fix of *Game of Thrones*, we might understand that by watching this seemingly horror, gory show, we could actually learn something about how to make our own world a better place.

Our first lesson from Westeros might be that we need to elect Jon Snow as Lord Commander of the World as soon as possible. Since that is not really a realistic option, I am left with the real lesson: nothing will be solved while powerful families or nations squabble amongst themselves and vie for power. The “true enemy” in *Thrones* is not the Boltons or the Lannisters, but the “dead”; the army of White Walkers marching south to claim the living as their own. For us, the White Walkers are symbolic. We may not have an army of dead marching toward us to signal our impending doom, but, as a global community, we do have our fair share of environmental and other issues that can only be resolved if we all work together; if we stop seeing ourselves as Lannisters or Starks or Targaryens and simply view ourselves as the living.

The second and most important lesson I’m taking from Westeros and the *Game of Thrones* narrative is that no matter how far gone we might seem, it is simply never too late for redemption. How many characters have we watched go from bad to good? (Think Jaime Lannister). How many times have we watched a character we don’t like transform to someone we are all rooting for? (Think Theon Greyjoy, Sansa Stark). How many times has the show asked us to feel sympathy for even the most vilified of characters? (Think Cersei’s Walk of Atonement). We may all be struggling, failing to make the right decisions, and sometimes making even downright bad ones. It is never too late to start over, to try again, and to turn our negative storyline into something positive. Sometimes, it even takes getting to that lowest point to begin the transformative process of rebuilding. We see the characters in the brutal, nearly hopeless Westeros caught in difficult situations or circumstances all the time, and still they rise. They continue to fight. And if they can do it, why can’t we?

I’m not saying *Game of Thrones* is the be-all and end-all of our world. We are in many ways very different from the world portrayed in print and on our televisions. But, even the most fantastical and fictional worlds and stories can tell us something about ourselves, sometimes in a more effective manner than non-fictional claims of truth-telling. We are all waiting in anticipation for the next and final season of *Thrones*, anxious to see the fates of our favourite characters and hoping, like Mindy Kaling, that the end of this epic doesn’t further destabilize our world’s sense of unity. For us viewers, there will be no White Walkers marching to our doorsteps, no dragons coming to save us, and no prince or princess that was promised to rule. Long after the finale, however, the game of thrones will go on, the wheel will keep spinning, and our world will carry on in the same fashion as it has—unless we do something to change it.
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